Creating a Lesson Plan Voki

Once you have chosen your topic it is time to create a lesson plan. As gleaned throughout your career at Geneseo, specifically your School of Education coursework and library classes there are specific steps in the creation of a lesson plan.

The first step is to decide what to teach. This is where you formulate your goals and objectives which will primarily come from the New York State Education Department’s learning standards and core curriculum.

Your next step is to choose content. Again refer to the New York State Education Department’s learning standards and core curriculum as well as textbooks and teaching strategy guides.

After picking content the selection of materials is the next step. There are a plethora of resources available to you both online and in the library.

The last steps include choosing a sound teaching strategy, developing activities, and choosing an assessment piece. Resources for all of these steps can be found in the library and online.

The website link below takes you to a guide that gives more detailed information and provides direct links to resources.